4-H Club Descriptions

Morning club/homework help - Receive no cost homework help from a certified teacher every morning. This is also a safe place for students who need to come early to school.

Minecraft - Computer technology using creativity and collaborative efforts as students build this popular virtual world.

Chess - It is one of the world’s most popular games. Learn the basics of chess and strategy. The students also compete in a school tournament as well as prepare for the Nebo Tournament. Board game club students will be able to play a variety of board games learning strategy and good sportsmanship.

Lego and Lego Mindstorms - Creating 3 D Lego designs using Lego Mindstorms while learning valuable engineering and programming skills. Mindstorm club working hands on with the Mindstorms robots.

Kids Rock - Each week students will be exploring a new idea from crafts, games, cooking, science and more.

Superstar Sports - Students will focus on healthy body image, strengthening exercises, teamwork and fun as they play the sports of hockey, volleyball, flag football, soccer and more.

Digging Dinosaurs - The budding paleontologist will enjoy learning about the prehistoric past of Dinosaurs and digging some fossils of their own. Bean museum will also visit with some reptiles.

Rockets and More Science - Exploring all that is gooey and slimy along with some Bill Nye and Myth Busters experiments. Rocket launching and 3D printing.

All About Horses - A club to help those interested in horses learn about the care and handling of horses.

Holiday Craft clubs - A clubs designed to make different holiday crafts each week the focus is on having fun and improving students’ creativity.

Art/Drawing - A club for students interested in ART drawing, watercolors, acrylic, and pottery.

Princess - A value club teaching manners, goal, and friendship building skills.

Board games - A fun club that plays games each week, teaching strategy and good sportsmanship.
Babysitter Club- Learning the importance of tending children, learning about first aid, fun and games, and healthy snack preparation.

Adventure Kids- A club that does a different adventure each week they will explore areas like science, technology, geography, math by playing fun games and making crafts.

Duct Tape Club- Making items of duct tape like wallets and ideas from the students.

Cupcake Club-Each week designing a new type of cupcake learning how to frost and decorate them.